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Group financial overview 2020
Year ended 31 December (£’m)
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Segmental review Continued

Digital
Commerce
Digital Commerce grew revenues by 23% on an Organic
basis and 25% including Yimian and Indigitous on a
Proforma basis. Two-thirds of the growth was from new
customers with one-third being expansion of our existing
customer base. Profits grew significantly, driven by the high
level of revenue growth which more than offset continuing
investment in geographic and platform expansion.

During 2020 the Digital Commerce
businesses came together under the joint
leadership of Chip DiPaula and Patrick Miller
(the co-founders of Flywheel Digital). In
September Digital Commerce Live was
launched, a week-long series of online
content sessions exploring the future of the
sector aimed at key customers and hosted
by staff from across Edge, Flywheel and
Yimian. Subsequently, the whitepaper Retail
5.0 was published, which highlighted the key
considerations for CPG customers to succeed
in eCommerce, in particular the necessity
for marketplace-specific trading strategies.
Flywheel saw extremely strong growth
over the year, adding 94 new customers,
continuing its expansion in Europe, India
and Japan and launching services on
emerging digital platforms such as Walmart,
Kroger and Instacart. Notable customer
wins in the year included Kellogg’s.
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Early in 2020, we extended our coverage
into the active lifestyle category, with the
acquisition of Indigitous, an Amazonfocused managed service provider based
in Seattle. Flywheel’s business model is
highly leveraged towards customer success.
Its revenue model split between variable
revenue streams from full-service retail and
media only engagements (c.80%) and those
with fixed price retainers (c.20%). Therefore,
a further driver of growth has been the
accelerated shift in consumers’ activity to
online channels, particularly in the personal
health and household categories, which
reached record levels in 2020.
In 2020, Edge restructured its Retail Insight
business and closed its loss-making retailer
Price & Promotion services in the US market,
thus focusing solely on serving consumer
brands, (with retailers and other service
providers now served through the Retail
& Financial Services business unit).

Strategic report

Proforma Revenue Growth

25%
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Yimian added 22 new customers in the year,
including cross sells with Edge customers
L’Oréal and Reckitt Benckiser. The business
more than doubled its size in 2020 launching
market share services in South East Asia
as well Offline) coverage in China. It was
recognised as one of the 50 leading
Retailtech enterprises by KPMG China. In 2021
we plan to consolidate our China platform
and expand services into South East Asia.

Governance report

Overall, Edge enjoyed solid trading in
billings, particularly in the second half after
the completion of the integration of its
products and services. Digital Shelf, Edge’s
largest product, achieved double-digit
billings growth, while new business overall
returned to strong double-digit growth in
the second half of the year. The business
completed all major customer-facing
elements of its integration programme in the
first half, with the launches of Market Share
2.0 and Digital Shelf 2.0 to customers early in
the year. These achievements have been key
in addressing customer needs, arising from
the substantial uplift in eCommerce data
flows throughout the pandemic period.
Overall, Edge acquired 56 new customers
in the year, with significant wins including
Dyson, Carlsberg and Beiersdorf, as well as
global customer agreements with Coca-Cola
and Adidas. The partnership with Yimian
continues to be a successful channel,
providing Market Share insight for our
global brand customers and, and, following
the acquisition of Intellibrand, we plan to
expand Edge services to include coverage
of Food Service Aggregators.

Segmental review Continued
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Product
Design
WGSN, a leading global supplier of trend forecasts,
market intelligence and consumer insight, helps
customers understand the future demands of
consumers. Information is delivered principally
through digital subscriptions (over 90% of revenue)
to around 6,200 customers in over 90 countries.

Subscription revenues saw overall growth
tempered to 2% as tougher trading
conditions from the earlier part of the year
weighed on revenues, despite billings
recovering materially at the end of the year
with Q4 billings growth of 6%. The take-up
of non-apparel focused subscriptions, such
as Insight and Beauty continues to be the
chief engine of growth with the fashion
product in continued decline. Subscription
renewal rates have remained strong during
the pandemic, although overall slightly
below historic norms of c. 90%. WGSN
also achieved record Net Promoter Scores
from its subscribers for the year, up 6 points
on 2019, underlining the value of the
information we deliver to customers and the
strength of the WGSN brand. In terms of the
advisory business, there were indications of
a recovery in demand towards the end of
the year, while the smaller Coloro business
grew extremely strongly.

Beauty has now exceeded 400 customers,
expanding into five languages and growing
billings to c.£3m, while Food & Drink has now
exceeded 100 customers, providing global
trend insights, curated data and industry
expertise, for brands to develop the
products and services that consumers will
eat, drink and experience in the near future.
Additionally, in Q4 2020 we launched Start
by WGSN, an offering focused on smaller
and micro brands.
Looking ahead, we will continue to explore
new market segments where our expertise
in trend forecasting can be adapted, with a
new product covering consumer electronics
targeted for launch in 2021, and pursue
initiatives to double the rate of new
business acquisition.
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90%

We have continued to develop our product
offerings throughout the year adding
increasingly authoritative quantitative
data to our trend forecasting solutions
with investment in decision science and
collaboration with Edge underpinning new
offerings like the Trend Curve. In June, we
successfully launched the new Food & Drink
product, continuing our strategy to address
adjacent markets, utilising data from other
Ascential products (such as Edge) and
following the launches of Beauty and Trend
Curve in 2019.

Governance report

Digital subscriptions
% of revenue

Product Design had a solid year overall,
growing revenue organically by 1%,
underpinned by its subscription base, which
more than offset the pandemic-influenced
9% decline in its Mindset advisory business.
Subscriptions were 92% of 2020 revenue (2019:
91%). The small reduction in profit over the
prior year reflected a higher charge for bad
debts as a result of the pandemic as well as
investment in new products. Our addressable
market within Product Design is estimated to
be $6.0 billion growing at 5% per annum over
the period from 2020 to 2023.

Segmental review Continued

Marketing
Lions, through both the awards and festival in June
and its digital products and advisory business, is
the global benchmark for creativity in the branded
communications industry while WARC is the global
authority on marketing effectiveness for brands,
agencies and media platforms. MediaLink is a
leading strategic advisory firm that serves the
media and marketing ecosystem.

Despite the continuing strong performance
of digital subscriptions through WARC and
The Work, the Marketing segment was
significantly impacted by the government
restrictions arising from the Covid-19
pandemic, specifically the cancellation
of the 2020 Lions festival. The associated
economic conditions, which have been
keenly felt by the marketing industry,
have also adversely impacted MediaLink’s
advisory business. As a result, revenue in
the Marketing business unit declined by
59% overall and made a small loss at the
Adjusted EBITDA level. Our addressable
market within Marketing is estimated to
be $5.1 billion growing at 6% per annum
over the period from 2020 to 2023.
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In the absence of the physical edition of the
festival in 2020, Lions revenue in 2020 came
principally from The Work’s subscriptiondriven revenues together with the Advisory
in Creative Excellence practice, where major
clients included AB InBev and PepsiCo.
Given the absence of both awards and
face-to-face events and to drive year-round
engagement with the brand, Lions launched
LIONS Live: a broadcast programme
of interviews with industry leaders,
masterclasses and other original digital
content that attracted an audience of over
80,000 from the marketing community and
generated revenue from sponsorship. The
success of this initiative confirms the brand’s
strength as the focal point for the creative
industry and gives us significant audience
to build digital revenues from in the future.

Looking to 2021, the Lions awards will cover
work created over two years from March
2019 to April 2021. The awards will be fully
digital with our global juries operating in
a virtual format, a solution that has been
successfully applied at Lions’ Eurobest
awards in December 2020 and those at
Spikes Asia and Dubai Lync in early 2021.
We are planning for a hybrid virtual and, if
possible, physical event to ensure we meet
the needs, plans and restrictions of our
clients and partners. Our launch of Lions
Membership Services is planned to deliver
year-round digital engagement with
the platform.

Strategic report
Governance report

WARC also collaborated with Lions Live,
where it launched the Creative Effectiveness
Ladder, a universal code to unlock successful
marketing strategies, and supported
several insight sessions delivered to Edge’s
customers, including the Digital Commerce
Accelerator summit focusing on the

development of eCommerce in China.
WARC finished the year with the 10th edition
of the Marketer’s Toolkit: “navigate through
uncertainty”, including insights from our
Digital Commerce businesses, as well as
Lions, MediaLink and WGSN, providing
an overview of the challenges to consider,
opportunities to explore and actions to
take in 2021.
MediaLink saw challenging trading
conditions associated with the Covid-19
pandemic and specifically economic
pressures on its core customer base. This
was manifested by lower levels of retainer
business, and reduced project and search
activity, while the absence of the Cannes
Lions festival, a major platform for the
industry, reduced the opportunity to drive
new business. Nevertheless, June saw the
launch of the MediaLink Beach Online
delivering tailored activation meetings to
clients and a curated series of insights from
senior figures engaging the wider industry.

Towards the end of the year the business
began to see the return of significant
advisory project work, suggesting the
disruption the pandemic has brought to
the industry is beginning to drive demand
for MediaLink’s transformation expertise.
Most recently, MediaLink was appointed the
official C Space partner for the first wholly
virtual edition of CES, in January 2021,
emphasising the pivotal role it plays in
the wider industry.
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WARC recorded strong revenue growth,
underpinned by the performance of
subscription renewals and supported by
the first full year of its advisory offering
and expansion into brands and new
geographies. In common with other
businesses, WARC saw record levels of
engagement in its digital content and frew
its NPS score by 6 point. Highlights in the
year included a programme to educate
brand marketers on diversity and activism,
with a key initiative in partnership with
Cannes Lions (and bodies such as the 4A’s
Foundation) to bring industry knowledge to
Historically Black Colleges and Universities
via access to WARC and Lions’ The Work
platforms at zero cost.

Segmental review Continued
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Looking forward to 2021 we are taking the
opportunity to relaunch and streamline
Money20/20 and will focus our efforts on
running the European and US editions with
both Asia and China editions on hold for now.

Retail Week and World Retail Congress (WRC)
serve the needs of UK and Global retailers
and their ecosystem. The live events WRC
Rome and Retail Week Live were cancelled
for 2020 as a result of the restrictions arising
from Covid-19 pandemic and will run
in September 2021 and October 2021
respectively. Following cancellation of the
live WRC event in 2020, the digital event WRC
Connected was launched attracting over
4,000 attendees. The subscription business of
Retail Week continued to experience revenue
declines driven by the weak underlying
retail environment, which has been further
impacted by the pandemic restrictions.
Alternative Data serves our financial
services clients information delivered
primarily through digital subscriptions.
With the financial services industry proving
robust in an otherwise turbulent year, this
brand achieved over 50% revenue growth,
increasing its customer base by c.40%
and achieving value renewal rate in excess
of 100%.
The businesses serving retail customers
previously within the Digital Commerce
business (Price & Promotion and Retail
Insights products) experienced challenging
trading in the year. The focus in 2021 is
to leverage the existing strong retail
relationships across the Retail & Financial
Services business unit, driving growth back
into these brands.
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Money20/20’s US and European congresses,
which focus on the evolution of consumer
payment and financial services across
multiple channels, were not able to run in
2020 due to the restrictions arising from
the Covid-19 pandemic. In the absence of
physical events, customer engagement
was channelled through the brand’s virtual
content, achieving record levels of audience
reach. In October, we successfully launched
MoneyFest, a week-long virtual series of
talks, seminars and networking opportunities
for the Fintech community which attracted
over 12,000 participants. Additionally, The
Money Pot podcast, which addresses the
current forces and ideas shaping the future
of money, achieved downloads over seven
times the level seen at its launch in 2019.

The scale of rebound in 2021 will depend on
the removal of restrictions on the hosting of
large-scale events, the global economy, the
rates of vaccine deployment worldwide and
customers’ propensity to travel and attend
large-scale events this coming Autumn. In
this regard, we are fortunate that
Money20/20 is the most significant annual
event in our industry and that payments
technology continues to be an attractive
end market.
Governance report

The Retail & Financial
Services segment comprises
Money20/20 and Retail
Week World Retail Congress
as well as the Alternative
Data team (previously
reported in the Product
Design segment) and the
retail customers previously
within the Digital Commerce
business. Money20/20 is the
leading point of reference
for digital payments
product strategy worldwide.

Strategic report

Retail &
Financial
Services

Segmental review Continued

Discontinued Operations

Built Environment
& Policy Segment
The Built Environment &
Policy Segment comprised
the Groundsure, Glenigan
and DeHavilland digital
information products.

The segment returned to good levels of
growth overall in the second half of the year,
led by the largest business, Groundsure,
where we saw record levels of activity
following the revival of the UK property
market in May. Glenigan and DeHavilland
both demonstrated more even progression
in the year underpinned by solid subscription
renewals, despite new business being
impacted by lower activity in the UK
construction industry and broader
government policy, respectively.

All three brands in the segment were sold in
the first quarter of 2021 and we are pleased
to have found new owners for each of the
Built Environment & Policy businesses who
will continue to nurture their strong teams
and potential. The sale of these businesses
represents a significant moment in the
realisation of our strategic goals, meaning
we are now wholly focused on our core
business areas that serve customers across
digital marketplaces.

Year ended 31 December (£’m)
2020
2019

Revenue
Adjusted EBITDA
Adjusted EBITDA Margin
Adjusted EBITDA
including stranded costs
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Reported

Growth (%)
Organic

Proforma

37.4
19.7
53%

35.9
17.0
47%

+4%
+16%
–

+1%
+14%
–

+1%
+14%
–

21.5

19.5

–

–

–
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